
Verbage Game Instructions

In Verbage players practice saying different kinds of sentences and questions using a variety of basic
verbs.

There are 4 kinds of cards:
1) Colored verb cards (also numbered) - e.g., study, run, ask a question

2) Special colored cards with instructions aimed at the next player (e.g., Miss a turn = the next
player loses a turn; Take two = the next player must take two cards)

3) Black cards with instructions aimed at the whole group (Switch = everyone gives their cards to
the player next to them, in order of direction of play, Color = changes color of play to any color
player chooses, Direction = changes the direction of the play)

4) Purple cards with grammatical choices

How To Play:
All of the cards are mixed together and each player is dealt seven cards. The dealer (group leader)
takes one purple card from the remaining cards and puts it face-up (left-hand pile). The dealer also
takes one colored verb card from the remaining cards and puts it face-up (right-hand pile). The center
pile contains the remaining cards, face-down.

There are now 3 piles of cards: a purple card on the left, lots of cards face-down in the center, and a
colored card on the right.

The players start playing according to the direction of play agreed upon. Player 1 must put down one
card face-up, in either the colored verb pile or the purple pile. If Player 1 puts down a colored verb
card, it must match either the color or the number of the card which is on the top of the pile.

For example, if the top card is a yellow number 8, then the student can put down either another yellow
card or number 8 card of another color. The player must form a sentence based on a combination of the
face-up colored card and the face-up purple card together. For example, if the purple card is "can /
can't," and the colored card is "read a book" - together, one possible result could be "I can read books
in English.”

Special colored cards (e.g., Miss a turn, Take two) can be put down on the colored card pile instead of
a verb card, so long as they match the color of the top card. The next player must then follow the
directions on that card.

Black cards can be put down on the colored pile at any time, and that causes the whole game to
change.

If a player is unable to put down any card, the player must take a card from the center pile of face-
down cards.

A player's goal is to finish all of his / her cards. When having only one card left, the player must
announce "Last card!" If the player forgets to do so, the player must then take another card from the
center pile, but only if another player notices and catches this mistake.

Recommended for 2-6 players.

Please note that grammar cards can be removed to suit the students' playing level.


